
 Value-Based L&D 
 From Learning Value to Business Value 
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__

Your internal clients expect 
tangible results, and so should you.

You need to demonstrate the 
impact of the services you deliver 

to your internal clients and 
stakeholders. 

We understand that you need  
to show how your services impact 
business KPIs. For instance, you 

need to show an increase of 
sales, productivity, quality, and 
a decrease in the occurrence of 

errors, and safety issues.
__
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The Learning & 
Development Challenge

Successful organizations change their business models to stay 
relevant and competitive. Retailers migrating to online sales and 
banks offering online financial services are perfect examples.  
In many companies, despite business models changing to ensure 
survival and profitability, L&D remains the same.

Are you still focused on delivering formal learning and digital 
content - learning value? Or have you begun to transform how 
you work with internal clients to deliver greater business value? 
The pressure for L&D now is to contribute value by improving 
performance and producing business impact.

2017
Workplace 
learning 
report
How modern L&D pros are 
tackling top challenges

Download a copy at www.702010institute.com/learningreport2017

1.  Business Impact is the #1 measure used by CEOs 

to evaluate L&D effectiveness, yet only 8% of 

CEOs see the business impact of learning in their 

organizations. 

2.  ROI is the #2 measure that CEOs want to see 

from learning, yet only 4% see the ROI from their 

investment in L&D.

The LinkedIn 2017 Workplace 
Learning Report identified two  
key factors that give insight  
into L&D’s current dilemma:

“L&D’s top challenges 
are tied to demonstrating 
business impact.”
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Desired L&D 
Business Model™ 

Learning 
Enabler

Order
Taker

Value
Creator

Performance
Enabler

Strategic

Business

Operational

L&D/HR

L&D can learn from business-proven approaches where 

the focus on developing new business models releases 

new value and drives transformation. In our practice we 

see most L&D teams using learning-focused business 

models, specifically the Order Taker and Learning 

Enabler on the left side of the L&D Business Model. 

However, if L&D is to deliver sustained performance 

improvement and business impact it needs to move  

to the right-hand side of the L&D Business Model.  

This means working as Performance Enablers and  

Value Creators.

New business models

Where are you  
on this model?

Where would  
you like to be?
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The 70:20:10 Institute supports organizations in 

delivering Value-Based L&D solutions, by using 

an approach developed over years of consulting 

experience. 

Value-Based Methodology™ 

Keeping an eye on the big picture can be challenging. 

Not only do you need to ensure you manage your own

daily work and keep your L&D team focused on the 

right things. At the same time, you need to meet with

your internal clients who often ask a lot of challenging

questions. On top of these daily tasks, everything needs 

to be ready and delivered within the month! Putting 

it all together can be overwhelming.  With our fully 

integrated Value-Based L&D solutions you can either 

integrate our solutions into your existing approach or 

we can help you develop a new strategy with much less 

effort than if you started with a blank sheet.

Our Value-Based Methodology builds on a tool that 

organizations use to change their strategy or create 

new products and services. The L&D Business Model 

Canvas™ provides a framework for evaluating your 

current state. From there you can design a roadmap 

to move toward a new L&D business model better 

aligned with your organization’s future needs. We work 

collaboratively with you to co-create Value-Based L&D. 

Are you ready to get started?

L&D Business Model Canvas
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Change Your L&D 
Business Model 

We have discovered that clients can 
begin the change process at any point, 
based on their unique situation and 
business objectives. This is why we 
haven’t numbered the steps in the  
Value-Based Methodology, preferring  
to offer you a flexible and easy to 
customize approach.
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 Clients typically  
begin by establishing  
their desired business 

model 

This can be done with an audit process that looks  

at your L&D function from a systemic perspective 

considering all elements of the business canvas.

 We work together  
to develop a customized 

multi-year roadmap 

And we begin implementing the change process  

based on your unique situation and priorities. 

Depending on your 
implementation  

strategy, you may  
report project results
Including business impact, investments and  

costs, to internal stakeholders. You may also  

gather feedback on client perception of value.

Based on the project 
outcomes and client 
feedback, you adapt

 

You learn from the progress made and update  

the roadmap as necessary to continue the change  

process towards the desired L&D Business Model.

Steps to a new 
L&D Business Model  
that Delivers Results
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Client Success Stories 
Clients select one of three annual investment 

levels, each of which is associated with a number of 

vouchers (30, 60 or 90) available for the Value-Based 

Solutions. Each service in our Value-Based portfolio 

has a related number of vouchers. This provides a 

maximum level of flexibility as you design your  

first-year intervention. 

Because each engagement is unique, the following 

Client Success Stories illustrate two approaches that 

may inspire you to explore these solutions further with 

us. We look forward to starting a dialogue with you 

soon.

 Client Success #1 

 

The L&D department from a global dairy company 

wanted to change their current business model. 

They used a roadmap to transform into the desired 

Performance Enabler business model to be able to 

demonstrate business impact. This 3-year process 

started with a new strategy, new work processes 

and capability building. Most of the L&D team are 

now 70:20:10 experts, having completed the 70:20:10 

Expert Program. To demonstrate the value of changing 

the L&D business model, they used several pilot 

projects. In one factory intervention, the Value-Based 

Solution delivered a savings of almost €200,000 

in the first year. In a second business intervention, 

a new approach to operating a critical machine in 

a production process reduced a €70,000 cost of 

unplanned shut-downs to zero.

Value-Based
Solutions

For each cell in the L&D Business  
Model Canvas, the 70:20:10 Institute 
offers one or more services including  
consulting, capability building 
experiences, performance support 
tools and clinics that accelerate your 
transformation process. Working 
together, we determine the optimal 
solutions for your organization,  
timeframe and budget. 
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“Focus on your organization’s core 

business: consider how to make the 

most of your business results with 

the available resources.

 ---

Solve business issues that are 

important for your stakeholders:  

this gives you buy-in to expand your 

work and deliver value.”

The L&D team is still in the process 

of changing their business model 

into the Performance Enabler. 

They started with new types of 

performance support and are now 

eager to implement this approach 

in collaboration with Continuous

Improvement and Quality

teams.
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 Client Success #2 

A global pharmaceutical company 

began its commercial capability 

team change process with a 

high-profile project supporting 

a major shift in sales strategy. 

Instead of offering a traditional 

training program to address the 

performance challenges of field 

sales managers who didn’t pivot 

fast enough to support the strategy 

(as senior leaders requested), the 

commercial capability team started 

as Performance Detectives. After 

determining the business and 

performance goals, and identifying 

the root cause of performance 

gaps, a multi-disciplinary team 

was formed to design and build a 

solution focused on informal and 

social learning on the job. A limited 

number of formal learning elements 

were included, but the focus was 

learning embedded in work with 

peer coaching and performance 

support tools. This project produced 

dramatic improvements in sales 

results and retention of field sales 

managers.

“Focus on a few strategic,  

tangible business objectives: 

We used to focus on all products in  

the portfolio. Today we are focusing on 

short-term sales and long-term  

business. Co-creating with different  

staff departments and professionals  

in the business is an important  

success factor of performance 

improvement in all markets.”
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Hélena Bargiel 
Head of Commercial Excellence Leo Pharma

I have been in the commercial 
excellence field for years. So far,  

I have not been in any program that 
has as much impact as working with 

the 70:20:10 methodology.

ProcessesStrategy Management

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Key 
Resources Channels

Key 
Partners

Customer 
Segments

Customer 
Relationships

Value 
Proposition

Key 
Activities

L&D Business Model CanvasValue-Based Methodology

L&D Business Model Canvas

Desired
L&D Business

Model

Measure 
Costs and 
Outcomes

Customize 
and 

Execute

Adapt,
Change and 

Learn

How it works is why it works so well.

RIGHTS NOTICE

We value and respect our intellectual 

property rights and require that you 

do the same. The content contained 

here is the intellectual property 

of the 70:20:10 Institute unless 

otherwise indicated. It is provided 

on the understanding that no part 

will be circulated or transferred to 

third parties or be used for purposes 

other than for review or for evaluating 

whether your organisation might like 

to engage the 70:20:10 Institute to 

help you deploy the 70:20:10 approach, 

the 70:20:10 Methodology™, and our 

Value-Based L&D™ solutions. Warning: 

the doing of any unauthorised act in 

relation to a copyright work may result 

in both a civil claim or damages and 

criminal prosecution.



If you are ready to 
get started on your 
journey, let’s have  
a conversation. 

You can contact us at:
Web: 702010institute.com

E-mail: info@702010institute.com

Phone: +31 (0)43 356 14 44


